
We thank the anonymous referee for the review and omments, whih have been very

useful to improve our manusript.

Here below, our replies to the referee's omments.

In the introdution we have provided several referenes regarding the NAO in�uene

on gas pollutants [PAG 2 LL 1-15℄ and aerosol onentrations [PAG 2 LL 16-22℄ in order to

give a lear view to the reader about the e�ets of the NAO on traer transport. However,

we will also ontextualize better our results in the onlusions, as suggested by the referee.

The simulation analysed in this work does not inlude interative aerosols nor aerosol

senarios, but only a limatology of them is present in the model simulation [PAG 4 L 26℄,

as desribed in Jökel et al. (2016), thus our study does not look into aerosol e�ets. We

will speify this better in the Methodology Setion.

Major Comments

1. We agree with the points raised by the referee. From the orrelation analysis we

estimated where European and Eastern USA CO-like traers onentrate/deplete

during positive/negative NAO phases. Therefore, higher orrelations (in absolute

value) imply that an inrease/derease of the PC1 will drive a higher/lower stagnation

of suh pollutants on spei� regions. For this reason we suggest that hanges in the

NAO index (PC1) ould impat ertain loations. On the other side, this work is

related only on the transport of CO-like traers with onstant lifetime and emissions

and does not aount for a possible (and probable) derease of pollutant emissions

both in Northern Ameria and in Europe. Therefore, as suggested by the referee, we

will reformulate parts of the text to be more oherent with the rest of the manusript.

Indeed, as written in pag. 7, the anti-orrelation area over northern Europe is

stronger (i.e. higher absolute values) in the future than in the past [PAG 7 LL

21-22℄; we will improve our explanation in the light of the new regression analysis

(see next paragraph).

As suggested by the referee, we have now performed the analysis of the extremes.

More preisely, we have omputed the temporal averages of CO_25 winter surfae

onentrations for high and low NAO events, both in the reent past (1980-2010)

and in the future (2070-2100). We have hosen to de�ne �high NAO� and �low

NAO� those (winter) periods when PC1 is higher than 0.5 and lower than -0.5,

respetively. In this way, we have obtained 12 high and 8 low NAO phases in the

reent past and 9 high and 11 low NAO phases in the future (thus, averages have

always been omputed over at least 8 values). In order to investigate how the CO_25

onentrations hange in the future, we have plotted the di�erenes between future

and reent past onentrations during high and low NAO periods (Fig. 1). We an

observe that in the future, during high NAO (Fig. 1, left), onentrations inrease by

10% over north Afria and Mediterranean and even by 15% over some areas of the

Iberian Peninsula, Greee and Aegean Sea. Conentrations are lower than in the past

over northern Europe and Greenland (in the range down to −10%). On the other

hand, during low NAO (Fig. 1, right) we �nd that CO_25 onentrations inrease

over north-east Afria and west-entre Europe (up to 15%) and derease between

the north Sandinavian and the Arti and over small areas on North Ameria and

Atlanti Oean (down to −10%). Therefore, this analysis provides further evidene

for our onlusions and will be added to the manusript (in Setion 4) to add more
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strength to our study.

Following the suggestion of both referees, we have omputed the regression between

the PC1 and CO_25 mixing ratio in the reent past (Fig. 2, left) and in the future

(Fig. 2, right). The patterns and the evolution at the end of the entury observed

with the regression analysis are very similar to what we have already noted with the

orrelation plots. To orroborate our analysis we will add these new plots in our

manusript.

Our results show a shift of the NAO entres of ation, in agreement with the results

obtained by Ulbrih et al. (1999) and Hu et al. (2003) for a limate hange global

warming senario [PAG 5 LL 24-25℄. However the investigation of NAO shift falls

outside the sope of our study, whih fouses on NAO e�ets on traer transport

[PAG 8 LL 13-14℄.

2. Following the hint of studying the pollutant transport hanges in the future, we

have omputed (and we will add in the manusript) the vertially integrated traer

transport vetor, de�ned as:

~Q =
1

g

∫ ps

0

r~udp (1)

where r is the onentration of CO_25 in mol/mol, ~u is the horizontal wind speed,

p is the pressure, ps is the surfae pressure and g is the gravitational aeleration.

Also in this ase, we have omputed the temporal averages of

~Q of all winters with

high and low NAO (de�ned as in the previous point) both in the reent past and

in the future. In Fig. 3 we an observe that during high NAO (top) the northward

shift of CO_25 transport in the future is more pronouned over the North Atlanti

Oean, from the Northern Ameria oast towards Ireland, while it gets weaker over

south Greenland, Mediterranean and west Europe. During low NAO (bottom), the

eastward CO_25 transport over the North Atlanti Oean extends farther eastwards

in the future, while it dereases over the Mediterranean Sea; di�erently from the high

NAO ase, transport gets slightly stronger over south Greenland in the future. The

primary �ndings of the transport of CO_25 whih gets generally stronger over the

North Atlanti Oean and weaker over the Mediterranean region is in line with the

hanges observed in the orrelation and regression plots.

3. We agree with the referee and will be adding the plot of the entire PC1 (1950-2100),

omputed after subtrating the SLP limatology of 1980-2010. The result is shown

in Fig. 4.

In order to study how the distribution of (extreme) NAO phases will hange in the

future, we have omputed the frequenies of (winter seasonal) NAO phases in the

reent past and in the future. The histograms with frequenies for 1980-2010 and

2070-2100 are shown in Fig. 5 (left and right respetively). We have preferred

not to ompute the probability density funtion (PDF) of NAO phases given the low

statistis. In the reent past (Fig. 5, left) the distribution overs a large PC1 interval

([−3; 2.5]) and the number of NAO phases is at most 3, exept in the interval [0; 1]
where it is learly higher (equal to 9 and 10). Di�erently, in the future the distribution
is skewed toward positive values of PC1 (the interval is [−1.5; 2.5]), with number of

NAO phases between 4 and 7 in the interval [−1.5; 1] and between 1 and 3 in the

interval [1; 2.5]. Thus, at the end of the entury the number of negative NAO phases

is inreased (15 in the future vs. 10 in the past), vie-versa, the number of positive
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NAO phases is dereased (16 in the future vs. 21 in the past). However, the number

of �high NAO extreme� events (PC1 > 1.5) inreases in the future (4 in the future

vs. 1 in the past), while the number of �low NAO extreme� events (PC1 < −1.5)
dereases (0 in the future vs. 3 in the past). These observations are linked to the

analysis of CO_25 onentration ommented in the �rst point. We will inlude these

new plots and omments in the new version of the manusript in order to make our

analysis more interesting and our onlusions more supported.

4. We agree with the points raised by the referee. Indeed, the internal variability of the

model does not imply a perfet agreement between model results and observations.

As the apability of the model to reprodue NAO is already desribed in Christoudias

et al. (2012), we will remove this paragraph and the relative plots (Fig. 2 in the

manusript) as they do not add any additional information. Rather we will mention

brie�y in the introdution that the model does reprodue the NAO, aording to

Christoudias et al. (2012).

Replies to Minor Comments

Subsript Thanks for the note. However, we notied that in Eyring et al. 2013 (pag.

48-66) the notation is: �CO_25� and �CO_50�. Thus, for onsisteny, we will hange

to this notation in our manusript.

PAG 1 LL 15-16 Indeed, the referee is orret. Thus, we will substitute [PAG 1 LL 14-

16℄ with: �It is a swing between two pressure systems, the Azores high and Ielandi

low, whih redistributes atmospheri masses between the Arti and the subtropial

Atlanti in�uening weather onditions (Walker et al. 1932).�

PAG 4 L 28 We will hange the text as requested.

PAG 4 LL 29-34 We would prefer to leave this paragraph beause here we explain that

oupled models are better than GCM fored with SST to simulate the NAO phe-

nomenon itself, besides future senarios.

PAG 5 LL 12-21 Yes, this perentage refers to the whole time series. We will speify it

better in [PAG 5 L 20℄.

PAG 5 L25 We thank the referee and we will add the new referene.

PAG 5 L28 The text will be modi�ed.

PAG 6 L33 Thanks for the remark. We will hange the text aordingly.

CO_50 �gure Thanks to the referee omments, we have performed other plots whih

enhane our analysis and will be added in the manusript (Fig. 1 - 5). Thus, we

prefer to leave the �gures for CO_50 in the eletroni supplement. The analysis of

CO_50 is worth to be shown beause getting similar results with CO_25 on�rms

the robustness of our results, whih are not a�eted by hanging lifetime of the traer

analysed [PAG 6 LL 30-31 and PAG 7 LL 5-6℄.

PAG 7 L22 We will modify the text using: �reent past� and �future�.

PAG 8 L8 We will added the itations and a relative disussion.
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aerosols onentrations Indeed the referee is orret. As predited by most of the

Representative Conentration Pathways (RCP, Lamarque et al. (2011) and referenes

therein) the Mediterranean area will have a better air quality due to lower primary

aerosol and aerosol preursors emissions. It must be however stressed that in this

work we do fous on trae gases rather than aerosols transport/distribution. On the

other side, we fully agree with the referee and we will mention this in the manusript.
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Figure 1: Di�erenes between future (2070-2100) and reent past (1980-2010) temporal

averages of CO_25 winter surfae mixing ratio, both in the ase of high NAO (PC1 >

0.5) (left) and low NAO (PC1 < -0.5) (right). More preisely, plots show the results of

[(CO_25futave − CO_25pastave )/CO_25pastave ] ∗ 100, so the olobars indiate the peentages.
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Figure 2: Regression between the winter seasonal CO_25 mixing ratio anomalies at surfae

level and the PC1 omputed for the reent past (left) and future (right) periods.

Figure 3: Temporal averages of vertially integrated CO_25 traer transport vetors for

winters with high NAO (PC1 > 0.5) (top) and low NAO (PC1 < -0.5) (bottom), both in

the reent past (left) and in the future (right).
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Figure 4: Prinipal omponent time series (PC1) of the leading empirial orthogonal fun-

tion (EOF1) of the winter mean sea level pressure (SLP) anomalies for the entire simulation

period (1950-2100). The PC1 has been omputed after removing the SLP limatology for

the reent past (1980-2010).

Figure 5: Histograms of the PC1 frequenies omputed in the reent past (left) and future

(right) periods.
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